COMAU FOR TRAINING AND TEACHING
At Automatica 2016, the first European presentation of the new
training cell based on Racer3
Munich, 21 June 2016 – At Automatica in Hall B5, Stand 329, Comau presents its
new training cell, the ideal solution for teaching the basic principles of robotics
and industrial automation. It is the perfect solution for training at customers'
premises and secondary schools, universities and research centers.
The cell's reduced size, with the recessed Racer3 robot, also means that it can
easily be transported from one training location to another.
Technologically, the cell integrates a number of features that make it really one of
a kind. The Racer3, the smallest articulated robot in the Comau family, is
particularly suited for teaching both theory and practice. The structure itself is
equipped with a video camera which transmits its image to a monitor mounted
outside the work area. This enables the teacher to train even large groups, while
ensuring that no one is left behind. The work table, developed by Comau for this
application, is drilled to accept a variety of options with a quick release locking
system.
The mobile training cell adds a new option to Comau's offering for training and
teaching at all levels, and confirms the company's commitment not only to
manufacturing innovative solutions, but also to the construction of a genuine
culture of automation.
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About Comau:
Comau is the worldwide leader in manufacturing flexible, automatic systems and
integrating products, processes and services that increase efficiency while lowering
overall costs. Headquartered in Turin, Italy, with an international network that spans 17
countries that employ more than 12,600 employees, Comau uses the latest
technology and processes to deliver advanced turnkey systems that consistently exceed
the expectations of its customers. Comau specializes in body joining & assembly,
powertrain machining & assembly, robotics and maintenance, as well as advanced
production systems and environmental services for a wide range of industrial sectors.
The continuous development of its products and services enables Comau to lead the
automation industry in meeting the unique requirements of each customer, and through
all phases of the project – from design, implementation and installation, to production
start-up and maintenance services.
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